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INTRODUCTION 

The issue of technology transfer and its role in 

overcCMning backwardness of developing nations in Africa, 

Asia and Latin ~ica has da.inated the international 

political debates since the •id-sixties. Contrary to sOffte 

expectations of gradually decreasing interest of the 

international ca..unity, it has regained importance in the 

eighties with a clear perspective of •aintaining top 

priority throughout the ne~t decad~. Such revival could be 

principally linked with the recent wave of technological 

revolution which brought about a widespread diffusion of the 

so-called new technologies, showing enormous potential for 

being effectively i1Aple.nented not only in developed but also 

in developing regions. 

In view of the unsatisfactory and quite often harmful 

effects of international technology transfer. acco!Rplished 

throuqh traditional market channels, many developing 

countries have for11Ulated their national <and so.etimes also 

regio~al> technology 

es+.ahlijhed legal and 

transfer policies as 

institutional •echanis•s 

implementation. As a result, a valuable experience 

accu•ulated in technology transfer regulation over 

20 years. What is more important, in this field 

identify unique characteristics of reoulatory 

i.e., the ways the govern•ent affects operating 

environ•ent, which are not found in other areas. 

well as 

for their 

has been 

the last 

one might 

practices, 

business 

They were 

reflected~ inter Ali.A, in a very broad scope of Qovern•ent 

involve.ent. which in sa.e cases played the role of a "third 

party" in international technolo9y tran•actions. FrOM the 

insti~utional perspectiv•, one should .. ntion th• 

establish~ent of specialized Qovernment a9encies havino very 

broad prero9atives and dealing spec:ificaJly with t•chnolo9y 

tran•f•r re;ulat1on. 
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The •ain objective of this study is to evaluate the 

regulatory practices in the field of technology transfer 

within the North-South context. Unlike typical approaches 

prevailing in the literature Milich concentrate on the 

for.al aspects, i.e., existing laNS, official policy 

declarations and prerogatives of institutions involved - we 

shail pri•arily deal with regulatory practices Milich are 

often being referred to as jurisprudence. Herewith, we have 

generally in mind the ways the laNS are being interpreted 

and effectively applied. More specifically, we shall be 

dealing with functional rules and procedures of the 

respective govern.ent agencies and their operating 

practices, ways of handling detailed issues, etc. Although 

existing laws provide a basis for regulatory actions, such 

practices are being pri.arily refle=ted in theday-to-day 

activities of specializeti govern.ent agenciesc eventually 

5anctioned in the lower rank nonnative acts. Over 30,000 

technology transfer contracts being scrutinized by the 

National Office of Industrial Property <INPI> of Brazil 

during last 15 years might well exe.aplify the volu1ne of 

practical lmowledge and experience being available, at least 

in SOMe developing countries. 

De.-pite growing rec09nition of the need for 

actual practices rather than concentrating on 

regulatory fraMet«Jrk, the former approach did 

evaluating 

the for.al 

not receive 

adequate a~tention within the context of general debates on 

the scope, directions and effectiveness of technology 

transfer policies in devel~pin9 ccx~ntries. This Might be 

viewed as a serious shortcc~ing ~f such debate& bearing in 

•ind the following: 

technology transfer proved to be a very complex and 

•ul ti-di,...nsional process so that 1nany essern.i•l 

.-odalities could not be accCMNM>dated in th• for•al 

regulatory fraMttNOrlc:. Con••ql•vntl y, the transfor1nation of 



the existing laws into regulatory practices - especially 

in those countries, Mhere broad discretion Mas granted to 

the relevant govern.ent bodies - has to be interpreted as 

the actual shaping of the relevant policies. Such 

assess.-ent see.as to be fully Justified, if the govern-.ent 

intervention is being perceived frt• the perspective of 

the microecona.aic agents, i.e., foreign supplier and 

local recipient of technology; 

in many circu•stances the changes in the regulatory 

practices are being used by the recipient governments as 

the substitute for a more fundamental adjustment of the 

legal and institutional fralM!tlMJl""k. Despite some obvious 

shortca.nings, this .ethod proved to be 

while allowing flexible reaction to 

internal turbulences. 

.are practical, 

the e:;ternal and 

The study does not attempt to provide co.-prehensive 

inventory of the regulatory practices of developing 

countries on technology transfer. It rather concentrates on 

~:ey probl e•s in the regulatory process and alternative 

institutions. As a general rule a prag•atic approach has 

been adopted throughout the study. Specific regulatory 

.easures are always discussed in the context of their real 

effects rather than formal declarations and intentions. The 

analysis relies preda.inantly on the experience of those 

developing countries which actively participate in the UNIDO 

TIES <Technology Infor•ation Exchange Syste•> co-operative 

network. 

The study consists of four parts. Chapter I disc~sses 

the practical consequences of etlbarJ::im;i on the regulation of 

i..aports of such ca.plex •com..odity• as a tachnology. In 

Chapter II, functional and operational experiences of the 

9overn111ttnt institutions, labeled as technol09y transfer 

re9istri••· are being evaluated. Chapter 1£1 deals with the 

practical way• of handling contractual condition• of 
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tech~ology transfer relating to re.uneration and restrictive 

practices. In the final part~ an overall assess.ent of 

regulatory experience of developing countries in the field 

of technology transfer in the seventies and •id-eighties is 

being offered~ together with the analysis of prospective 

trends in adjustment of the regulatory 11eehanisms towards 

the end of the century. 

I. TECH«ll...OGY TRANSFER AS A SUBJECT OF REGlLATORY PRACTICES 

1. Main cateaories of technology transfer transactions 

Defining precisely the subject of regulation has become 

one of the most crucial and probably most difficult problems 

in for-..lating and iiaple.enting technology transfer policies 

in developing countries. The reason was quite obvious. For 

all parties involved <i.e •• relevant government bodies, 

recipient and supplying fir•s> it was of ut1110st importance 

to clearly establish the rules as to Nhat aspects and forms 

of economic activities are to be regulated. Thus, despite 

the inherent COftlPlexitv and diversity of for•s and channels 

of technology transfer. extensively debated by the academic 

precise 

which 

the 

COflNM.Jnity. the policy-.akers had to introduce 

definitions relating to catet,tories of transactions. 

were subject of screening and registration under 

technology transfer laws. 

Initially, the question of control of technology 

transfer process {ra. the recipient countrv•s perspective 

has been pri•arilv related to the licensin9 avraements. In 

the narrow sense, the ter• "licence" iMPlies trans•igsion of 

?ndustrial property ri9hts, i.e., the ri9ht to use certain 

exp.rt knowled9e or know-how. In the C<intext of 

int.rnational technolo9y transfer. the licensinQ contract is 

be1n9 interpr•ted in a broad.r way as to cover transmission 

af c.rtain exp.rt knowled9e AnJi, the rioht to use it. Thus, 

the licences for tran••i••ion of prop.rtv ri9hts are only 
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considered as being of lesser importance for developing 

countries, al though in qua:lti tati ve ter•s their relative 

share is quite substantial <e.g.,. trade.ark licences>. The 

concentration of the government intervention on the 

licensing agreetments can be attributed to the fact that 

under i-.perfect conditions an international technology 

market~ such agree111ents have been seen as a .ajar instrument 

for exerting excessive fees by the suppliers as well as 

imposing various restrictive .easures bearing 

consequences for technology recipients. 

negative 

On the other hand,. in the seventies,. Nhen the 

i""'le11entation of technology transfer legislation in 

developing countries gained ..-entua, there was a clear 

understanding that technology is being transferred through 

various channels and its impact is much broader than the 

transmission of property right~ only. This, in turn, 

resulted in various attempts to cover wider spectrum of 

technology transfer transactions. 

Although some developing countries sticked principally 

to the narrow approach (i.e., the concentration on licensing 

contracts only>, yet the prevailing trend was to achieve a 

"right" combination of tMO approaches. Under the latter 

concept, licensing agre9'Rents were always seen as the •ost 

essential technology transactions. As a result, detailed 

regulatory principles and Jurisprudence have been pri•arily 

developed with the view of licensing agreements. 

Consequently. comprehensive experience has been accumulated 

in this field. At the sa .. tilMf, att911Pts were made. usually 

with so•e delay, to extend the scope of regulation on 

service contracts and other transactions as "811. 

2. Rcgulatjng tlf!bgdied technolggv inflows 

So far. the acquisition of ,...chinery 

still repre•ent• the MD•t important chann•l 

and equip111ent 

of technology 
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transfer into developing countries. HoNever!I the attempts to 

extend regulatory procedures as to cover the so-called 

•e.t1odied• transfers are very li•ited and rather 

discouraging. For exa..,le!I the Nigerian Law of 1'97'9 

e>:pl ici tl v identified the purchase of plant and .achinery as 

the arrangement being the subject of technology transfer 

registration. The early att~ts in the i.-ple.entation of 

the said law by the National Office of Industrial Property 

i1elped to reveal •aJor proble•s and bottlenecks in this 

respect. They originated!' inter alia, fr0tn the evident 

overlapping of regulatory responsibilities of several 

govern.ent bodies dealing with the sa•e issue and e~pecially 

with the agency issuing i.-port licences. Consequently NOIP 

adopted a revised interpretation of the Law of 1979, 

according to Nhich purchase agreen.ents involving the i.aports 

of machinery and equipment against i19Port licences need not 

to be sub•itted to the Office unless the contract involves 

the e.nployment of foreign personnel. 

3. Regulating technological service transactions 

Unlike rare atte-.pts to cover purchases of machinery 

and equip.-ent, the extension of technology transfer 

regulations so as to cover various foreign inputs like 

training, engineering, provision of documentation, 

•anage.ent. consultations, etc. which are typically 

covered by the ter• •technical assistance" - haG been widely 

recognizltd by a great nu•ber of developing countries, 

especially in Lat.tn Merica. Although on the surface, this 

•ight be consid.,..ed as a slight •odification of the 

licence-focused procedures. It brought far-reaching 

consequenc.. in t9r•S of day-to-day operations of the 

9overn1tttnt regulatory bodies. Firstly. even in the case of 

the broad ... aning of the ter• "licensing agree,..nt", the 

principal •1-..nts of such contracts Mere clearly defined 

and, accordingly, standard rul•• and procedures of 

evaluation, rlHJi•tration and MDnitorinQ could be adopted. 
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This was not the case of the so-called technical assistance 

agreetM!flts. 

Secondly. there is a full range of arrangements failing 

within that group and despite serious efforts~ no widely 

accepted classification of service agreements has been 

developed yet. Thirdly. the for111Ulation of principal 

eletftents of such contracts differed substantially from the 

licensing agreements. Taking payment conditions as an 

example, the fee structure is either substantially nlOdified 

<•anageMent agreement> or based on an entirely different 

concept (e.g., personnel fees in the consultancy 

agreements>. Fourthly. the inclusion of technical services 

substantially broadened the number of contracts being 

subject to registration procedure. which imposed additional 

requirements as to the experience and qualifications of 

govern11ent staff involved £n the evaluation. registration 

and monitoring of technology inflows. 

Thus. by adding technological services, government 

regulatory bodies have been confronted with serious 

problems. They were lacking adequate procedures as well as 

additional professional staff to deal effectively with such 

agreements. Moreover. it was practically impossible to avoid 

loopholes in the regulatory framework so that firms could 

easily avoid direct intervention of the government agencies, 

responsible for controlling technology inflows, while 

concluding technical service agreements. 

The practical responses undertaken by various 

regulatory agencies in developing countries might be divided 

into two major groups. Firstly. the most experienced 

technol09y transfer r~istries, handling large nulllber of 

service contracts. have embarked on devising detailed 

do•estic rules and procedures in order to deal with specific 

technical •ervice agreements <e.g. management, training> or 

its principAl elements '•·9·• level of personnel f .. s>. 

• 
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Secondly, it ..as also attempted to define .,,-e precisely the 

scope of regulation as to eli•inate the agree.ents of minor 

importance, Nhere the government approval was dee.eel 

unnecessary or even having detrimental effect <e.g •• in the 

case of ad-hoc trouble-shooting services, repair of 

machinery, etc.>. For example, the Peruvian regulations 

stipulate clearly that any spc ~die and short-ter• services, 

which do not constitute a supply of technical data and which 

are paid for with a fee or tariff independent of the volu•e 

of production or sales, are not subject to registration. 

Alternative ways of narrowing the scope of registra~ion are 

reflected in the establish.ent of the mini•um ceiling for 

the value of technology payments <10 million pesetas in the 

case of Spain> or contract duration <18 months in the case 

of Ghana>. 

Despite above-1nentioned efforts, the extension of 

regulatory procedures towards technical service transactions 

is far from being fully acca.plished even by the most 

experienced technology transfer registries. 

contracts still datninate as a distinct category 

relevant procedures are preda.ninantly addressed 

Licensing 

to which 

to. The 

technical service transactions remain as a "grey area" of 

technology transfer regulation, where the lack of experience 

and well established procedures coincide with some doubts, 

raised by the business co11N11unity as well as the government 

officers, as to the viability and meaningful effects of 

govern1tent controls in this field. 

4. Pealing !!i1b. "package" transactions 

In addition to the previously discussed difficulties in 

defining the subject <scope> of regulation, another serious 

problem in a day-to-day regulatory practices resulted from 

the fact that technolOQi•s are being transferred under 

various "packa9es"• combinin9 tan9ible and intan9ibl• 

assets, equity, external financing, etc. Lat•s firstly 
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consider the arrangetnents covering exclusively the transfer 

of intangible a'sets. Herewith, one •ight point out the wide 

application of the composite agree.er.ts for the supply of 

various technological inputs, like e.g., •1icensing and 

technical service agreement•. On the other hand, such 

•packages• are often splitted into separate but interlinked 

agree.ents. e.g., know-hON and trademark licence cotllbined 

with manage.ent and technical services. Under such 

contractual set-up, the regulatory agency might not be able 

to adequately evaluate the combined effects of all 

agreements in the package, especially if they are 

deliberately sub•itted for registration at various time 

intervals. 

So far, the procedures for dealing with such contract 

•packages" or combinations have not been clearly defined. 

HDtfever, the most experienced registries 

data on all related agreements for 

evaluation of combined effects. 

require reference 

cross-checking and 

A more complicated problem in the regulatory practices 

arises when disembooied technologies represent only small 

portion of the large investment package cofltbined with credit 

arrangements and/or with foreign equity participation. As a 

rule, host government bodies <those dealing with the 

industrial development programmes, direct toreign 

investment, external financing, etc.> are being involved in 

the decision-making process already at the preparatory 

stage. Under such circumstances, the intervention of 

technology transfer registry at the later stage, when the 

relevant contracts are being negotiated, is rather 

impractical due to the fact that before the final acceptance 

of the deal by the foreign partner, bank financing the 

project, etc., the preliminary clearance of all subordinated 

contracts is being usually required. The analysis of the 

•xperience accumulated in that field points to the incidence 

of alternative arrangements, under which - in the case of 
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complex deals standard regulatory procedures are 

substituted by the inforaal intra-government consultatillflS 

with all agencies responsible for various aspects~ starting 

froa the pre-investment stage of the project cycle. 

II. FUNCTIONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS ~ TECHNOLOGY 

TRANSFER REGULATION 

1. Forms, directions and scope of government intervention in 

technology acquisition process 

The governinent actions affect technology transfer ir a 

variety of ways. Since technology becom~s an indispensable 

component of the industrialization prograa.e~ the role of 

the long-term development and industrialization strategies 

should be mentioned in the first place. A great number of 

developing countries formulated detailed policies. directly 

affecting technology development and transfer. In the 

present study, we concentrate primarily on direct and 

Dractical ways of regulation. which are being a~complished 

in a great number of developing countries by ~pecific 

government agencies by means of performing following major 

regulatory func·t:ions: 

evaluation and registration of technology transfer 

agr"'ements; 

promotion and advisory services for local enterprises in 

the acquisition of technolooy; 

monitoring of the implementation of technology policies 

and formulating proposals for necessary policy adjustment. 

The scope of regulation, i.e., the degree of government 

involvement in the decision-makino process on technology 

transfer, varies greatly a~ong developing countries. This 

mi9ht be principally attributed to the fundamental 

philosophical differences as to the strategy of development, 

or9anization of economic activiti•s and the role of 
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government in general. 

overall orientation of 

They are also reflected in the 

the regulatory actions. In some 

countries. the major elAJ)hasis is laid on adequate controls 

of technology inflDMs, whereas other countries cc.,.1centrate 

on promotion and assistance to 

acquirying technology. 

the local companies 

Within the gi~en country, the regulatory practices are 

substantially diversified as well. In the analysis conducted 

so far. we have clearly demonstrated that the scope of 

regulation has been greatly differentiated, depending on the 

type of contractual arrangement covering technology 

transfer. The econ01Ric sector or industry branch represented 

another dif~erentiating factor in the regulalPry practices 

in technology transfer in developing countries. As a rule, 

the relevant laNs have been applied to all sectors, but in 

some countries. specific sectors have been excluded <e.g., 

extractive industries. agriculture>. 

For obvious reasons, the attention of the 

agencies concentrated on the manufacturing 

relevant procedures attempted to reflect the 

regulatory 

sector. The 

development 

priorities. established in individual countries with respect 

to specific sectors and industry branches. In the •ost 

recent years. a growing nulRber of developing countries have 

been including in their priorities the so-called new 

technologies typically concentrated in a few high-tech 

industries and finding widespread applications throughout 

the economy. In the latter case, the regulatory practices 

are aimed at ensuring wider access and fast assimilation of 

such technologies. 

Finally, we should point out another aspect, 

the scope of regulation, namely the incidence 

relationship between supplier and recipient of 

affecting 

of equity 

technology. 

In the case of arm~s-length transactions, government 

involvement has been typically by much stronger and actually 
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da.inating position of the supplier on 

technology •arket. In equity-linked contracts~ 

international 

the govern-

ment intervention has to be much deeper as t~e .arket forces 

are practically non-existent. This line of thinking has been 

reflected in more rigid procedures and policies~ either 

clearly prescribed by law or demonstrated in the regulatory 

practices imple•ented by technology transfer registries. 

2. Performing •ajor regulatory functions 

2.1. Registration of technology transfer agree.ents 

This function definitely represents the cornerstone of 

the regulatory process in the field of technology transfer. 

Although other functions are somP.tilM!s performed without 

registration. the administrative authority and resulting 

leverage of government agencies vis-a-vis foreign and local 

business partn~s can be principally adhered to the 

obligatory compliance with the registration procedure. 

The analysis of the relevant experience of a number of 

developing countries shows again a great diversity of 

existing arrangements as to the scope and orientation of 

evaluation and registration process. For the purpose of 

systematic analysis only. three types of registration can be 

distinguished, starting from the lowest to the most 

comprFhensive scope of government intervention. 

a> registration for recording purposes only 

Herewith. COfnPanies entering into technology transfer 

agreements with foreign p~rties are requested to submit the 

copies of the contract tOQether with additional basic 

information. Except for the formal registration <which, 

however. gives the local ca.pany the right to remit 

payments>, there ts no intervention on the part of the 

government. Argentine regulations on agreements concluded 
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bet...een unrelated parties aight well serve as an exaaple of 

the registration for inforaation purposes only. 

In view of the extre.M!lY li•ited scope of governaent 

intervention~ direct effect of such recording <e.g., for 

iaproving contract conditions> are practically negligible. 

rtoreover, hOMever, that this provides a background for 

perforaing~ on a li•ited scale~ of other functions like 

selective IM>nitoring pay.ents of licensing fees as well as 

the analysis of nationwide or sectoral trends in technology 

transfer. It should be emphasized that recording requires 

only li•ited nuaber of clerical staff for processing 

relevant docu.ents and issuing registration c~tificates. 

b) contract-focused registration 

In this case, the registry evaluates the agreeaent in 

order to establish as t~ whether the relevant clauses ca.ply 

with the existing laws and/or lower level normative acts and 

guidelines issued by the registry itself. Although in 

addition to the contract documentation companies ought to 

submit a questionnaire containing information on project 

data as well as the analysis concentrates pred'3minantly on 

the ~ontract clauses. The registries look in the first place 

into the clauses defining payments. duration. governing law. 

clauses of restrictive character. rlauses necessary to 

protect the interest of the recipient. etc. In most cases. 

the contracts which do not comply with the exist'1y 

regulations are not rejected but sent back to the recipient 

for renegotiation. 

From the view of the organization of the registration 

process. it is essential that the evaluation •ight be 

standardized and accomplished in a relatively short period 

of time by a small group of personnel. e.g., 3-7 

professional staff. 
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c> project-focused registration 

Herewith, the evaluation goes much beyond the contract 

itself and concentrates on the implementation of invest.ent 

project the given contract is linked Mith. The underlying 

idea for such an approach is that the planned effects to be 

achieved through contract i-s>le.entation Nill constitute the 

principal background for evaluation instead the for•al 

clauses the.selves. As a result 9 registries look very 

closely into technological aspects, econa.ic and financial 

results, and finally into the strictly legal aspects. 

Undoubtedly, the project-focused evaluation provides 

the lllOSt COIRPrehensive fra.eNork for taking relevant 

decision from the overall development perspective. However, 

registries e.barking on the project-oriented evaluation have 

been confronted Mith .any proble.s of organizational and 

functional character. Firstlv. the ca.prehensive set of 

project data to be abstracted froaa the feasibility study is 

required frat11 technology recipient. This illNM!diately poses 

serious proble.s, as the latter is quite often not prepared 

to supply such data. As the experience has also shown, the 

Quality of project data contained in the background 

documentation leaves much to be desired. 

Secondly. unlike the previous types of registration, 

the project-focused analysis requires functional and/or 

sectoral specialization of the reoistry staff. Jn •ost 

cases. functional specialization prevails and the technical, 

economic. financial and legal aspects are beinv evaluated by 

separate registry units. On the other hand. the technical 

and economic issues in technolOQV avree .. nts as well as 

relevant development policies are very 11Uch industry- or 

sector-specific, which calls for sa.e degr.. of sectoral 

specialization in the registration process. So far, the 

functional specialization has definitely prevailed a.ang 

registries but in some cases, e.q., in Nioeria, a matrix 
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pattern has been adopted,. "'1ere each of the functional 

depart!M!nts is assigned a particular industrial sector. 

Last but not ~he least, the project-oriented evaluation 

beca.es a ti.e-consu•ing and skill-intensive operation. 

Obviously, this contradicts a general trend towards 

sit11>lification and speeding up of all ad•inistrative 

procedu:-es in th@ host developing countries. 

While investigating the experience of individual 

developing countries, one might easily identify those. "'1ich 

generally confor• with one of the types of registration 

mentioned above. Others, however. might be placed sotne"'1ere 

hetNeen those basic categories. e.g.. between simple 

recording and contract-focused as well as between contract

and project-focused registrations. 

2.2. Relationship with the local business catnmunitv 

The relationship between f ir•s-recipients of technology 

and the regulatory agencies has undergone major 

transfnr•ation over the last twenty years. While evaluating 

the experience of the early seventies. one should refer to 

the overall conditions of the North-South technology 

transfer. prevailing at that ti•e. They were characterized 

by the widespread evidence of the excessive paylM!flts and 

restrictive practices. This resulted. at least 

from the fact that in the •aJority of cases. the 

partiallv, 

technology 

transactions were concluded between parent and subsidiary 

ca.npanies. 

Althou9h not always explicitly formulated in the 

national laws and reoulations. for obvious reasons. the 

reoulatorv agencies differentiated their attitudes tow•rd 

technol09y recipients dependin9 as to whether they were 

independent local fir•s or subsidiaries of transnational 

corporations. Ori9inallv. with respect to the l•tt.r 
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category,. the gcevernlM!flt intervention has been justified by 

the apparer,t non-existence of a trul v local party in the 

intra-fir• technology contracts. As a result. the governlM!flt 

had to resumae the role of the •third party•. reinforcing 

national interest. both at the •icro- and .acroecona.ic 

levels. Thus. the relations between the local subsidiary 

acquiring technology and the government agency 

da.inated by the ttPParent conflict of interests. 

However. in the course of ti.e such attitudes have 

evolved gradually. Technology transfer registries realized 

that the interests of the parent and the subsidiary 

c~anies need not to be identical. especially in the 

decentralized corporations. The latter shONed,. in the .est 

recent years. tnUch qreater flexibility and responsiveness to 

the host country•s require.ents. Moreover,. despite obvious 

conflicting positions. the areas of convergencv of interests 

have widened. just to mention placing nationals on key 

executive posts or implementing co-orehensive training 

progra .. es in the subsidiary co-.panies in developing 

countries. Nowadays, while strivirg to protect the national 

interest. government agencies are .nore and .are inclined to 

look for common goals and protnate activities Milich offer 

long-term benefits for all parties involved in the 

technology transfer process. The results of such policies 

proliferating in the eighties are rather pra.isino, 

especially in expanding exports of manufactures and shifting 

R+D activities to the subsidiaries in developing countries. 

Nith respect to the relationship with independent local 

recipients of technolaov. the background asS1mPtion •as 

always made that local firms are weaker partners, "'1il• 

dealing with foreign technology suppliers. Consequently, th• 

9overn1tent interv•ntion becOMeS indispensable for 

strenothenino the baroaining power and protecting th• 

interests of the local party as well as the interests of th• 

country •• a whole. On the surface. this would illtpl y a 
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far-reaching convergency of interests and result in close 

co-operation bet..een the government and t.he local business 

community. 

Unfortunately. this has not always been t.he case. It. 

haopened quite often that rigid adainistrative 

and controlling .easures ..ere perceived by 

procedures 

the local 

business community as an additional red taoe. delaying the 

acquisition process. 6he unexperienced technology buyers 

tended to underesti.ate thet negative iaplications of sa.e 

restrictive clauses or pay.ent conditions and they did not 

support requireaents i11Posed by the government agencies. In 

the .est. extre.e cases. local buyers secretly collaborated 

with the suppliers in order to Nin the final approval of the 

contract. 

In the eighties. a gradual shift in t.he relationship 

between the govermnent agencies and the local buyers might 

be observed. This coincided with placing emphasis in man) 

countries on prCM10tion. inforaation and advisory services 

and training of local businessaen. An attempt was made to 

equip local partners with the necessary experience and 

techniques so that they could better defend their interests. 

As a result. the co-operation and IM.ltual understanding 

between the respective govern.ent agencies and business 

co..unity have iaproved substantially. 

The contacts of technology transfer agencies with the 

state-controlled coapanies were typically of a IM>re complex 

nature. As a rule, the foraer intervened in the acquisition 

of technolo9y in connection with the iaplenMmtation of aajor 

investment projects in the extractive industries, 

a9riculture, infrastructure, public utilities, etc. In such 

cases, various govern.ent agencies were involved in the 

decision-aakino process since the early sta9es of the 

project cycle. Technology transfer registries usually made 

their recDfMMtndations on the technological aspects. but the 
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registration procedure was .edified as 

cono;ultations with other government agencies. 

2.3. Plonitoring 

to all ON 

For the sake of clarity. the llK>llitoring will be defined 

as a set of measures undertaken by the respective government 

bodies ai.ed at controlling and evaluating the effects of 

i-..,lE'tM!ntation of technology transfer. While resu•ing the 

monitoring functions. the govern.ents atte.pted to .ave fro. 

static registration to the dvna•ic intervention in the 

technology transfer process. The scape and cc:.olexity of the 

monitoring activities are closely related with the type of 

registration adopted in a given country. On the other hand. 

clear distinction ha·:; to be •ade between the so-cal led 

•icro-.onitoring and •acro-1KJOitoring. 

a> •icro-.anitoring 

Herewith. we have in .,.ind the controls of the 

i-.>le.entation of individual agree111ents. In the si.aplest 

for•. the •icro-.anitoring is being conducted by the central 

bank or other financial authorities controlling the 

rl!9ittance of technology payments. Ad-hoc .anitoring 

relating to specific contracts is being often conducted on a 

case-by-case basis. l"lore formalized procedures have been 

introduced in sa.e countries. Fir•s applying for extention 

or a..endlM!nt of existing agree•ents have to sub•it data on 

the effects of technology acQuisition during the initial 

period. Very few countries. especially those conducting 

project-focused registration. i-oosed general r~uire.ents 

on sub•ission of •onitoring reports on regular basis fro. 

all technolaov recipients. Even then. the evaluation is 

usually li•ited to the sa-.ple of contracts. 
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b> aacro-.onitoring 

"acro-.onitoring relates principally to the 

of general trends and aggregated effects of 

acquisition over a longer period of time. Even 

evaluation 

technology 

with the 

si.-ple recording of contracts. it is possible to identify 

the total number of contracts registered~ their sectoral and 

geographic distribution. total pay.ents. etc. For policy 

for-.alation and/or adjustment it is of ut.ast i1RPortance to 

evaluate aggregated effects of technoloqy acquisition on 

e.ploy1Rent~ exports. imports. •anpONer develop.ent. R+D. 

etc. However. technology transfer registries have been 

confronted with •ajor barriers. Firstly. the staff. being 

usually preoccupied with the day-to-day registration. was 

not able to conduct statistical analvsis based on individual 

monitoring reports. Secordly. the quality of data 

bv technology recipients left much to be desired 

sub111itted 

and could 

not be used without further verification. As a viable 

alternative. irregular and/or sectoral surveys are being 

conducted in order to .aeet specific requests. 

It might be emphasized. however. that the recent 

progress in co.wouterization of 

syste.s might greatly facilitate 

the registry information 

the performing of the 

tM>nitoring function. This has been already reflected in some 

countries which have begun to publish. on a regular basis. 

official registry reports presenting aggregated figures on 

technology inflows and their effect~. 

3. Institutional set-up and co-ordination 

The establish111ent of the adequate institutional 

fralMH«>rk for regulating technology transfer represents one 

of the 110st difficult proble•s the respective qovernments in 

developing countries "8re confronted with. Two conflicting 

direc~ions •iqht be identified in this •atter. Firstly, 

t11ehnology acquisition represents a very complex process and 
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has t:o be seen within the broader fraaeMOr k of 

policies. This calls for clo~ co-ordination of 

regulations with: 

development 

technology 

industrialization progra..es in general. Here.eith. the 

bread industrialization objectives and priorities with 

respect: to specific industries i.nd even projects have to 

be taken into consideration while regulating technology 

inflows; 

technology d~velopiaent policies. It 

technology acquisition has to be well 

indigenous effort; 

is obvious 

co-ordinated 

that 

with 

foreign econa.ic policies. Technology acquisition in the 

narr- 1 sense. i.e.. covered by technology transfer 

agree, ts. has to be always viewed in connection with 

other foreign inputs like external financing. direct 

foreign investment. i.-port:s of •achinery and equip.ent. 

etc •• as well as take into consideration such issues like 

expansion of exports and foreign debt:. 

On the other hand. it beca..e obvious that: the 

functional and organizational arrange9e0ts should facilitate 

efficient handling of regulatory. and more specifically, 

registration procedures without excessive red tape. In this 

context. it is worth .entioning that several countries 

introduced •one window• policies under which foreign 

investors ~ight obtain all necessary governaaent approvals in 

one place. 

So far no clear trend has e.erged as to the 

institutional arrange.ents for technolOQv transfer 

regulation in developing countries. As a .·esult. a qreat 

variety of regulatory a9encies. which •ight be qualified as 

•technology transfer registries•. exists in this ragic.n. 

Thev differ as to the level of plac .... nt within the 

govarn .. nt hierarchy. size, scope of responsibilities, link• 

with other 9overn .. nt bodies. etc. It i• therefore 
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impossible to offer comprehensive and syste9atic analysis of 

institutional arrangements for technology transfer 

regulations in developing countries. TND aspects should be 

pointed out Milich. in the author•s opinion. •ight gain wider 

application in the future. 

Firstly. for registries embarking on comprehensive. 

project-focused .anitoring, there are substantial benefits 

of co.-bining evaluation of tNO closely interlinked foreign 

inputs. i.e •• direct investment and technology transfer. In 

fact. in a number of developing countries foreign investment 

proposals and technology contracts are nowadays screened by 

one government office. 

Secondly. the apparent conflict betMeen the efficient 

evaluation and registration. on the one side. and the need 

for intra-government co-ordination, on the other. might be 

at least partially resolved by dual arrangement. under which 

the relevant proc~~·..ares are being conducted by the technical 

secretariat attached to one of the ministries whereas final 

approvals. policy for1DUlation and adjustment are made by 

inter-•inisterial board. composed of the repr·esentatives of 

various government agencies. 

III. REGULATORY PRACTICES AFFECTING THE CONTRACTUAL 

CONDITIONS FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

1. Introduction 

As it has been stated before, the regulatory practices 

differ substantially a.ang develnping countries and this has 

been particularly expressed in tile diversified approaches to 

the specific contractual provisions affectin9 the commercial 

conditions for technology imports. Ir, this section. we shall 

concentrate on two issues only. i.e.. payments anG 

restrictive practices in technology transactions. The reason 

for selectin9 those issues seems to be quit• obvious. They 
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are widely recognized as the most controversial ones. not 

only in the business negotiations but also in international 

debates on the patterns and principles of North-South 

relations. It is worth re.inding that drastic abuses in 

those areas were actually a triggering factor for 

establishing legal and institutional framework for 

regulating technology transfer flows. especially in Latin 

America. 

2. Pay.ent conditions 

2.1. Historical background 

The empirical surveys conducted in the late si::ties and 

seventies revealed n:Jmerous cases of 1 icensing fees going as 

high as 10% or even 20% of the sales value. often without 

effective transmission of know-how. Such unfavourable 

agreements were mostly concluded between parent and 

subsidiary companies. Although the excessive payments were 

Mainly identified in the licensing fees. they were also 

found. at the later stage. in other contractual drrangements 

and payment methods. 

2.2. Structure of licensing fees 

The licensing fees are being usually expressed in the 

form of lump-sum. rovaltv or combination of both. As a rule, 

t:echnc1logy transfer registries attempted to discourage 

lump-s.um type. while favouring the running royal t·1' concept. 

It was believed that lump-sum or "disclosure fee.. al lowed 

payments for technology which may not be implemented vet, 

whereas the royalty is based on the idea of sharing with the 

licensor the gains from manufacturing op.'!'rat.ions based on 

imported technology. 

With respect to the basis for calculating 

there was a widespread unifor•ity of using the 

royal ti as, 

net sales 
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volu.e. The •aJor advantage of this 

a: lows for easy auditing and is not 

forllUla is that it 

open to deliberate 

distortions. The incidence of alternative methods Nas quite 

limited. So.etimes registries insisted on using as a basis 

the value added figure or export sales only. A standard 

practice adopted in Nigeria required that royalties should 

be based on net sales, excluding landed cost of imported r~w 

•aterials and components. This was made in order to 

encourage both partners to raise the level of local value 

added by making more use of local inputs. 

While generally preferring royalty payments. technology 

transfer registries. as a rule. strongly discouraged fixing 

minimum royalty level as this contradicted the principle of 

sharing the gains from effective manufacturing operations. 

2.3. Defining the "adequate" level of royalty payment 

The 

identify 

analysis of 

two major 

historical experiences 

stages in the relevant 

helps to 

regulatory 

practices: 

the initial stage, characterized by the prevailing use 

of a 57. ceiling for royalty rates; 

the mature stage. characterized by the application of more 

sophisticated methods. 

The ne~ly-~stablished regulatory bodies were usually 

confronted with the excessive royalties in the contracts 

concluded in the past. In order to achieve a major 

breakthrou9h in eliminating the most abusive cases. they 

attempted to introduce a clearcut limit on percentage 

royalty rates. The ~7. ceilin9 has emer9ed as a widely 

accepted standard. In fact. it was not defined by a specific 

le9al provision but rather emer9ed as an informal 

or internal rule, sometimes identified in the 

documents published by the 9overnment a9ency 

principle 

official 

re9ulatin9 
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technology inf 1°"5. 

In addition to the SX rule. applicable to the 

full-scale licensing agreements. some registries applied 

sa.ewhat lower ceilings t-or agree•ents granting rights onlv,. 

e.g •• trade mark licences. franchises. etc. In such cases, 

although no unified clearcut patterfis emerged. the 

"adequate" fee level ranged fro• li~ to 3%. 

The effect of the widesoread application of the SX rule 

has been enorlllOus. The empirical surveys. conducted ir. a 

number of develaping countries. have shown a substantial 

drop in royalty levels during last 15 years. At present, 

royalties exceeding 5X are quite 

North-South context and are generally 

applied among develaped countries. 

exceptional 

comparable 

Indirectly, 

in the 

to these 

the 57. 

ceiling has greatly facilitated negotiation 

procedures. due to the fact that the excessive 

and approval 

demands of 

suppliers were tri•med prior to submission of agreeme~ts for 

registration. 

A word of caution must be added here. It seems quite 

obvious that suppliers of technology were able to partially 

recuperate "lost" revenues by overpricing equipment. 

intermediat~ inputs ~nd raising technical fees. especially 

in the case of intra--corporate transactions. 

In the course of time. the apparent benefits of using 

standard 57. rule have tur~ed to its principal shortcomings. 

This has been reflected especially when the given country 

attempted to stimulate the development of modern indust.rv 

branches through assimilation of sophisticated technologies. 

The use of standard royalty ceilings obviously contradicted 

the implementation of such selective policies. As a result, 

there was a need to identify alternative ways of evaluating 

payinents in technolOQY transfer aQreements. Although an 

impressive number of such methods could be found in the 
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literature. only few of them paved their way to the actual 

practice. 

Among them. the inca..e-sharing concept should be 

mentioned in the first place. The relatively widespread use 

of this concept must be attributed to the influence of 

UNIDO. which has popularized it in the nu•erous 

publications. The basic formula rests on the modified 

expression of rova~ty: 

ROYALTY ON SAL.ES = 
LICENSOR'S SHARE 

OF LICENSEE'S 

PROFIT <LSLP> 

x 

LICENSEE'S 

PROFIT ON 

SALES <POS> 

This allowed for adopting a lllOre thorough and flexible 

evaluation procedures for defining the acceptable level of 

payments. The above-mentioned expression clearly 

demonstrates that a very high royalty may not be viewed as 

excessive and abusive when the licensee achieves healthy 

profit margin from its operations. It is therefore 

important. in the course of evaluation and approval. to look 

not only at the royalty level but also at the distribution 

of profits between the parties. i.e •• the licensor's share 

of licensee's profit <LSLP>. 

Although the profit-sharing concept has been used by a 

number of technology transfer registries. no standard 

concept with respect to LSLP has emerged so far. In fact. 

LSLP analysis played an auxiliary role allowing. e.g.. for 

approving contracts with high royalty rates in highly 

profitable operations or rejecting contracts with standard 

rates but yielding low profit margins. 

What is even more important, however. the profit 

sharing analysis represented a radical shift from 

contract-focused towards comprehensive project-oriented 

evaluation. While the royalty rate was clearly st.ipulated in 
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the contract, in order to calculate LSLP the registry had to 

identify the esti•ated sales and profits of the planned 

investment project. The need for obtaining additional 

infor•ation seriously ca.plicated the registration procedure 

and represented a major obstacle in applying this formula. 

The indirect implications of the incatne-sharing concept 

on the proliferation of aore flexible attitudes with respect 

to rovaltv rates should be inentioned as well. Firstly. since 

the avl~age profit margins were mainly industry-specific. 

this actually led to the acceptance of different royalty 

levels for different industries. It coincided with the 

reorientation of industrialization policies initiated in a 

number of developing countries in the late seventies and 

eighties. They were reflected in the various efforts ailll\~d 

at attracting foreign equity and technology necessary for 

development of atadern industry branches like electronic and 

electrical industrie~, che~ical, automotive equipment, heavy 

aachinery. etc. As .~ result. in the evaluation of the 

licensing agreements it was essential to conduct 

international comparisons and identify worldwide trends in 

the royalty le~els for specific industries and technolog1es. 

In the simplest form. the new approach required that in the 

labour-intensive, low-tec~nology industries royalty levels 

had to be set much below the 57. ceiling. allowing at the 

same time rates exceeding 57. in case of high-tech 

industries. 

Further diversification of regulatory practices became 

necessary in the eighties. especially in the most advanced 

LDCs which embarked on developing and/or assimilating from 

abroad the so-called new technologies. In thi~ case. it was 

not only the question of modern industries, but rather of 

specific sophisticated technologies. for which a set of 

favourable conditions and incentives was offered to attract 

them, includinQ the acceptance of very hiQh royalty rates. 
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2.4. Level of technical fees 

EY.cept for royalties. technical fees represent the llOSt 

typical form of terhnology paylM!llts. This is due to the fact 

that standard technology transfer agreement. covering both 

the right to use and the know-how itself. additional 

services are being often required to effectively transfer 

the given technol~gy. As a result. the over..ttelming •aJority 

of such contracts might be classified as "licensing and 

technical assistance agreements". On the other hand. if no 

proprietary technology is involvP-d, the pure technical 

service agreements are being predominantly used. 

Despite the variety of pricing methods. being used for 

calculating the value of payment for technical services. the 

personnel fees applied on a time basis constitute its basic 

co1111>onent. Herewith. two basic approaches adapted by the 

registries might be distinguished. The first method wa~ 

principa)ly based on international com~arisons as a result 

of which reference fee levels were defined for internal use 

or they were published in the form of guidelines by the 

given regulatory body. The second method relied on detailed 

evaluation of the cost structure of technical fees. thus 

requiring the submissiLn of detailed cost breakdowns by the 

suppliers of services. The advantage of the first method 

lies basically in its simplicity. The experience has shown. 

however. that the second approach might lead to a 

substantial decrease of fees by eliminating excessive 

profits "hidden·• in the inflated cost elenaents. Obvious! y, 

this requires a comprehensive and lengthy evaluation process 

and therefore it has been used rather rarely. Sometimes a 

thorou9h analysis was replaced by a simple rule of thumb. 

For example, since it was relatively easy to establish 

direct payroll cost of expatriate personnel. the "adequate" 

personnel fee Cincludin9 overhead and net profit> was 

defined as that not exceedinQ ~7. of direct cost. 
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2.S. Payment for technology between equity-related par-ties 

As it has been e.phasized earlier. the equitv-linked 

technology transfer transactions have al..ays been under 

close surveillance by the regulatory bodies in developing 

countries due to the overMhelaing use of transfer pay1tents 

for draining profits from the host countries. The .ast rigid 

attitudes ...ere adopted by the Andean Pact countries in the 

famous Decision 24. which prohibited payments of licensing 

fees in contracts concluded between parent and ~ubsidiary 

ca.panies. controlled in over 50%. The •ajar argument used 

in this context was that the supplier is being remunerated 

in the for• of additional profits being the result of the 

effective use of technology. Such rigid approach is recently 

IM>Clified by Decision 220 of the Andean Pact which left the 

issue of equity-linked technology transactions to national 

regulations of individual countries. 

Despite obvious advantages of prohibiting technology 

payments between equity-linked parties, the recent 

liberalization of regional regulations adopted by the Andean 

Group should be viewed as a reflection of •aJor obstacles as 

well as evident shortcomings, resulting from the rigid 

i•plementation of such regulatory practices. This 

contradicted, for eY.alftPle, with the functional principles of 

•aJor technology suppliers from industrialized cOlintries. 

Large transnational corporations viewed licensing fees as a 

form of regaining substantial R+D expenditures. The 

straightforward prohibition of such payments often 

conflicted with the growing interest of the host developing 

countries in attracting sophisticated technologies. 

The modified approach of technology transfer registries 

with respect to payments between equity-linked parties 

relies basically on two principles. Firstly, such payments 

are Qenerally allowed. Secondly, in this case the evaluation 

i• much more comprehensive. as compared with the 
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ara•s-length transactions. Registries. as a rule. aake 

additional effort to ensure that relevant pay.ents reflect 

the real contribution of the supplier and that they aatch 

the world"ide trends. 

3. Restrictive practices 

3.1. Evolution of regulatory approaches: An overview 

In general terms, restrictive clauses •ight be defined 

as legal provisions which directly or indirectly li•it the 

use of acquired technology in a broad sense, i.e. 9 in 

production, aarketing. R+D. etc.. thus enabling effective 

control of production ~nd aarketing by the supplier. The 

relatively high share of such provisions in the licensing 

agreements, as compared "ith other business transactions, 

results from the fact that unlike goods which are being 

sold - technology is being •rented• and the licensor retains 

the respective property rights of the know-how. As a result, 

there is a clear conflict of interests between the 

and the recipient as the latter attempts 

unrestricted use of the acquired technology. 

supplier 

to have 

The experience of •any developing denonstrated that 

inclusion of restrictive provisions in the licensing 

contracts becaae a standard and widespread practice of 

technology suppliers. Moreover. it ~as also revealed that 

such clauses are not only reflecting a weak bargaining power 

of the local recipients but also their indifference as to 

the incidence of the relevant clauses. Local buyers usually 

concentrated their attention on imlNrdiate effects of 

assimilatin9 imported technol09y while n99lectin9 mid-ter• 

or long-term implications of clauses which, e.g., tied 

imports from specific sources or banned eY.pOrts. Under such 

circumstances, in a nuflber of developing countries, 

especially in Latin America. it was considered n.-c:essary to 

impose riqid regulatory rules. Thi• was done by providing in 
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the respective laws and regulations a detailed list of 

restrictive clauses which ttere outrightly prohibited. 

Nithout going into details it •ight be stated that in 

many host countries impressive effects have been achieved 

with respect to the eliaination of restrictive business 

provisions. At the same time. ho..ever. the experience 

accu-.alated so far called for more flexible attitudes of 

technology transfer registries in this respect. The .ain 

arguments in favour of such flexibility Mere the foll0tting: 

under certain circu11Stances the clauses dee.ed 

•restrictive• •ight be beneficial for the local recipient 

and the host country in general; 

the prohibition of specific clauses otten conflicted "ith 

the ..ell-founded interest of the supplier without bringing 

essential benefits for the supplier: 

the for•al restrictive clauses could be easily substituted 

by the suppliers by alternative arrangements bringing 

si•ilar results. As a result. the effects of the registry 

intervention were practically meaningless. 

The flexible framework in dealing "ith 

clauses has been facilitated bv diversified 

arrangements including the following: 

restrictive 

regulatory 

in addition to ttle detailed list of unacceptable 

provisions~ there was a general clause granting discretion 

to the registry to approve the agre.-ents with restrictive 

clauses when it would be in the national interest to do 

so; 

supplementing existing laws with detailed internal 

9uidvlines specifvin9 situations and conditions under 

"'1ich certain restrictive clauses could be accepted; 

- listin9 the aost i-aortant clauses within a broader policy 

fraaework under which any provisions "'1ich unfairly 

r .. trict the local licensee should be discoura9ed. 
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3.2. Regulatory practices relating to selected restrictive 

provisions 

The problems and dilemmas being faced by the regulatory 

bodies fro.a the host developing countries as Nell as 

alternative solutions will be brieflv de900strated below in 

connection with the .ajar restrictive clau~es found in the 

licensing contracts. 

a> tving clauses 

Clauses i-.>osing obligatory acquisition 

•aterials. inter9ediate products. .achinerv. 

generally disallowed as they perpetuate itnPort 

of raw 

etc.. are 

dependency 

and enable charging excessive prices. However. in sa.e 

industries <e.g., phar.aceuticals>, the regular and 

c~tinuous access to the inter9ediate goods is one of the 

objec:ti ves of the recipient, inter ali.!!,, in order to 

•aintain high quality standards. Thus, rather than 

eli•inating such provision, registries often insist on 

explicit state.ent in the contract that raw Materials and 

intermediate products have to be supplied at international 

prices or at the lowest price already being applied to other 

licensees. 

b> export restrictions 

As a rule. restrictions on exports i111>osed by 

technology suppliers are rarely contested by the recipients 

in developing countries due to preda.inant orientation 

towards satisfying local .arkets. R119istries atta.ptino to 

eli•inate respective clauses are usually .akin9 exceptions 

for those Markets where exclusive licences to use a given 

tachnolOQY ....,-e granted in the past. ttore flexible approach 

is based on a realistic analysis of export opportunities in 

specific markets and obtaining export rights for those 
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.arkets. It is being reflected. e.q.~ in the regional 

policies of Andean Pact countries INhich disallON export 

restrictions "ithin this 

relies on tying exports 

~echnology suppliers. 

region. 

to the 
An alternative solution 

future consultation "ith 

c> restrictions as to the use of technology by the recipient 

Generally speaking~ provisions li•iting the rights to 

use technology by the recipient <e.g.~ those li•iting the 

voluae of oroduction. pricing. R+D> have detri.-ental effect 

on the process of assi•ilation and are most often 

discouraged. In the case of some provisions. however. the 

overall picture becomes someNhat ca.plicated. Let•s take 

those contractual clauses which impose detailed controls of 

the production process. It is true that the alterations of 

indispensable 

Quite often. 

of products 

circu.astances. 

11ight play a 

the original process and product design are 

for their adaptation to the local conditions. 

however. they result in deteriorated quality 

•anufactured under licence. Under such 

adherence to the rigid Quality standards 

positive role especiallv for expanding exports of 

aanufactured goods. Such dile..as have been usually resolved 

within the scope of discretion. granted to the regulatory 
agency. 

d) post-expiry restrictions 

The narrow interpretation of the licence contract 

<li•ited to the ~ropertv rights ca.ponent> constitutes a 

ll!C)al basis for restricting the use of technology and/or 

keeping it secret after expiration of the agree11tent. 

Although such clauses are not generally accepted by the 

registries. exceptions are allowed if the agreement 

ter•inates as a result of the licensee•s fault or if the 

restrictions are connected with industrial property rights 

valid after expiration of the agree•ent. Secrecy 
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reouire.ents not going beyond 5 years after ter•ination of 

the agreement are dee9ed Justified as well. 

e> grant-back provisions 

The respective clauses in licensing agree.ents i-.pose 

on the licensee the free transmission to the licensor of any 

itn0rovements. inventions. experience. etc •• relating to the 

acouired technology. The registries. as a rule. strongly 

discouraged such provisions. So9etthat more flexible 

attitudes were Justified by the fact that the potential 

negative effects of such clauses in the case of host 

develaping countries were quite negligible due to very 

limited scape of R+D conducted locallv. The overall picture 

has changed in the recent years in line Nith growing 

technological SOPhistication of •anufacturing industries. at 

least in sa.e countries of this region. NoNadays. registries 

either insist on deleting the said clauses or eventuallv 

a..end it as to ensure reciprocal transmission of 

improve.tents. 

f) non-coinpeti~iDr1 clauses <tie-out> 

In the case of tie-out provisions. the freedom of the 

recipient of technology is restricted regarding the 

manufacture and/or selling of ca.peting products and the 

acquisition of co-c>eting technologies. Usually. national 

legislation prohibits such clauses. except for specific 

circu•stances. e.q., when the restriction is made in order 

to protect the confidentiality of know-how or where the 

exclusive licence has been granted. However. as the 

e~perience shoNs. while acceptin9 such clauses registries 

insist on precise formulation, because the tertn "competing 

product or technol09y" can be easily extended to products 

loosely related to the original technology. 
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g> duration O"f an agreement 

Contract duration is linked. on the one hand. Mith the 

question of adequate absorption and. on the other. ~ith the 

length of time of royalty payments. Initially, the •ajor 

concern of the registries was to li•it unduly extended 

payments. viewed as unjustified drainage of scarce foreign 

reserves. In the first place. an att£9Pt Mas •ade to define 

the •reasonable• contract duration. while taking as a basis 

the period of time required for effective assi•ilation of 

the technology. The 5-year ter• has been most often used and 

with respect to its worldMide proliferation it •ight be 

ca.pared Mith the 5X standard for royalty pav.ents. On the 

other hand. registries attempted to eliminate •hidden• 

extensions being i1111>lemented under automatic extension 

for•ula. As a rule. automatic clauses were not allowed 

except for royalty-free agree•ents. Moreover. since 

licensors often attempted to extend duration of contracts 

by including slight a .. endaaents and modifications to 

existing agreements. the rules adapted for extensions were 

usually much stricter than those governing registration 

procedures for new ones. 

IV. TENTATIVE ASSESSl'IENT OF PAST EXPERIENCES AND FUTURE 

PROSPECTS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER REGULATION 

The necessity and directions of reshaping the 

regulatory fra•ework for technology transfer regulation in 

developing countries have become a major topic in 

international debates inthe eighties. Obviously. one should 

not neglect the role of changing international environment 

and specifically the radical technological transformation 

and globalization of economic. activities. The overall 

situation of the Third World countries as a group has 

further deteriorated dua to unfavourable external factors, 

such as the 9rowin9 idebtedness, declinin? prices of raw 
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•aterials and petroleu•, grONing 

industrialized countries, etc. On the 

protectionis• in 

other hand, leadinq 

industrialized countries were exerting strong pressures upon 

the Third World to eli•inate barriers and controls of direct 

foreign investment and technology tran~fer. while linking 

such policy adjustments with access to bilateral and 

aultilateral assistance progra ... es, preferential financial 

schemes and tariff concessions. Below, we shall concentrate 

on the domestic factors and draN some lessons from the 

regulatory experiences accu11Ulated by developing countries 

over last 20 years. 

How the effects of extensive controls of technology 

inflows. especially those imposed by a nuftlber of developing 

countries in the sixties and seventies. can be assessed 

vis-a-vis their development objectives? Without going into 

detailed analysis. we should aualify them as •ixed. This 

results from the fact that visible i•provements coincided 

with operational oatterns reinforcing the concept of 

dependent industrialization. However. some positive changes 

in the conditions and directions of technology transfer 

might be regarded as being the result of deliberate policy 

measures. Many developing countries succeeded in expanding 

modern manufacturing sector through proper combination of 

indigenous effort with a well-devised. selective technology 

acquisition program•e~. Wider dissemination of imported 

technologies have been achieved mostly by insisting on 

co.nprehensive training programmes to be included within 

technology packages. The expansion of manufactured exports, 

decrease of royaltv rates and elimination of restrictive 

clauses might also be linked with respective regulatory 

actions. 

However. a closer look helps to identify additional 

factors contributing to the adjustments outlined above. The 

shift from extractive industries ta modern manufacturinq 

sector represents a global trend. Launching ca.nprehensive 
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training progra.-es connected Nith technology acquisition 

has been quite often initiated by the suppliers, Nho Nere 

generally interested in protecting their worldNide i•age by 

maintaining high quality standards. Similar line of thinking 

might be adooted with resp~t to another area of visible 

success, i.e., the expansion of manufactured exports. In 

this case. deliberate policy measures coincided with the 

strategy of technology suppliers inter~sted in continuing 

worldwide sales of the aanufacured goods bP-ing already in 

the mature stage of the product life-cycle. 

The arguments presented above are not given to 

undermine the results of develooing countriesr regulatory 

measures. but to e11Phasize that the positive effects were 

achieved mostly in the areas where the pressure on the part 

of host governments coincided with objective trends and 

long-term goals of technology suppliers, being mostly large 

transnational corporations CTNCs>. If this were not the 

case, the results of regulatory actions would be meager. The 

payment issue should be mentioned as the primary example in 

this respect. On the surface, technology suppliers seemed to 

conform with host countries~ requirements and lowered 

licensing fees. At the saae time, however. they introduced 

soohisticated techniques of "hiding" fees under various cost 

categories. while bypassing existing barriers in 

transmitting their funds abroad. Similarly. the restrictive 

clauses. formally eliminated from the technology agreements, 

have been substituted by informal ones. 

Another historical lesson relates to the existing 

limitations as to the scope and directions of government 

involvement in the technology acquisition process. Extensive 

regulatory procedures necessitated direct insight of the 

respective governtnttnt agencies into very detailed aspects of 

business activities. An attempt to serve as a "third party" 

actually resulted in mixing regulatory actions with business 

functions. As it has been discussed in Chapter II, under 
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such circu•stances local buyers felt relieved 

responsibility and even collaborated with 

fro. direct 

the supplier 

against the govern1nent in the course of negotiations. 

The cost involved in implementing extensive r·egulatory 

procedures represe.,ts another serious limitation ~f such 

policies. The experience of many developing countries ~roved 

~hat the cost of equipping~ ~anning and operating respective 

govern•ent agencies car. be very high. Herewith. one 1::ight 

speak of the indirect "cost" as well. The necessary 

screening procedures required certain <someti•es quite long> 

period of ti•e thus delaving the imple111entation of 

technology contracts. The obligatory submission of 

background documentation constituted a significant burden 

for technology supplier~ and recipient5. Although the 

complaints made by foreign partners on excessive red tape 

are often intentionally exaggerated~ this definitely affect5 

the perception of the investment •:limat.~ in a given country. 

The attitudes and views on the need1 scape. directions 

and effectiveness of regulating technology inflows have been 

strongly influenced by the experience of scme developing 

countries, which generally followed liberal policies in this 

respect. Under such policy framework. these countries 

offered various incentives aimed at attracting foreign 

t~chnology and direct investment at th~ same time minimizing 

the degree of control and corresponding bureaucratic 

procedures. A notable success of some countries belonging to 

the said group <especially in Soust-East Asia> in reaching 

principal development objectives has definitely strengthened 

the liberal orientation. 

In view of the arguments raised above one might pose a 

question as to whether and how the regulation of technology 

transfer· should be accomplished under changing economic and 

policy environment. Although bearing in mind existing 

heterogeneity of developing r-ountries as a group, it is 
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practically impossible to offer a generalized assessment~ 

some principal factors are MDrth mentioning in this respect. 

Firstly, the overall conditions and the position of 

developing countries on international technology market have 

remained ~racticallv unchanged. Consequently. the 

motive for government intervention in this field 

principal 

did not 

cease to exist. On the other hand. the rapid accelP-ration of 

technological progress and enor.aus potential effects of 

implementation of the so-called new technologies called for 

a well-coordinated effort at the national level. The latter 

argument might be further reinforced by a closer look at the 

"liberal• technology transfer policies generally pursued in 

the develaped countries and in some 

most str·i king evidence is that with 

technologies. these countries do 

developing ones. The 

respect to frontier 

not leave relevant 

development and acquisition processes to be guided by market 

forces alone but attempt to influence them through direct or 

indirect subtle measures" including various incentives 

offered on a selective basis. 

As a result, it might be argued that in the years to 

come the regulation of technology acquisition will bE~ 

indispensable for reaching ovL'ral 1 development objectives oi

the Third World countri:!s. However" one might expect tha1: 

the emphasis in the relevant policies will be gradually 

shifted in line with the following guiding prir1ciples. 

Firstly, unlike in the past, where governments often 

attempted to maximize their involvement in decision-n1aking 

process, in the future they will seek the "optimum" in this 

respect while weighing potential positive effects with 

direct and indirect costs resulting from undert&,king 

relevant regulatory actions. 

will 

Secondly, the emphasis 

be further shifted 

in the 

tow.•rds 

regulatory activities 

various advisory and 
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measures. ai•ed 

and negotiating 

at strengthening 

skills of local 

managerial 

business 

community. This should coincide with the general policy of 

promotion of effective technology acquisition. 

Thirdly. one might e~pect that the negative percept.ion 

of eouit.v-linked technology transactions will gradually pave 

the wav for an objective ~ssessment. of the role of 

transnational corporations <TNCs> in the te~hnologv transfer 

process. 

Fourthly. the experience accumulated so far 

result in simplifying regulatory practices. imposed 

should 

by the 

recipient countries. This might. be reflected, inter alia,. in 

diverting from comprehensive and costly bureaucratic 

procedures towards more effective but less time- and 

resource-consuming forms. 

To sum up. we shall express the opinion that the 

"balanced" approach. based on principles outlined above, 

will play an increasingly important role in shaping the 

strategies. policies and regulatory practices of developing 

countries in the field of technology acquisition. towards 

the end of the twentieth century. 




